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ABSTRACT 
Choosing the best forecasting method for any particular situation is not a simple task, and sometimes more than one method may be 

appropriate. The main objective of this study was to determine the demand based forecasting methods employed at Kerio Valley 

development Authority. The study employed a case study research design. The target population was 70 respondents. The sampling 

techniques used were stratified random sampling, purposive sampling and simple random sampling. The data collection instruments were 

questionnaires and interview schedules. Validity of the research instrument was tested using expert opinion and piloting approach while 

test-retest method for reliability. The data was analyzed using descriptive statistics. SPSS version 20.0 aided in Analysis. The results were 

that prediction market method, Delphi Method, Game Theory, Conjoint Analysis and Extrapolation Method had been employed in the 

organization. The study concluded that qualitative and quantitative methods are the two main approaches to demand forecasting. The 

importance of demand forecasting manifests itself in the purchasing function and can strongly influence a company’s competitive 

advantage. The study recommends that the Delphi method should be used as a tool to implement multi stakeholder approaches for 

participative policy making in the organization. Conjoint Analysis should be used by business entities in market research to determine how 

people value different features that make up an individual product or service. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The upsurge in competition in the business arena necessitates firms to avert shortfalls that are experienced as a result of poor 

demand forecasting. Tastes and preferences of customers change rapidly in the modern society due to instantaneous changes in technology 

among other causative agents. There is also fluctuations is the business cycle due to business dynamics across the world. This prompts 

various businesses to conduct their forecasting well early in advance to avert stock outs or overstocking. Efficiency and optimality in 

inventory management will only be realized if demand is forecasted well and hence informs the organization on the quantity of inventories 

firms should produce or hold at any one given point in time. Demand forecasting can be one of the turnaround strategies firms could adopt 

to mitigate on under stocking, overstocking, dormant inventories, obsolete inventories and dead inventories.  Demand forecasting is a 

prerequisite for right quantity of inventories being availed on time and at the right destination to meet customer needs and expectations. 

Demand forecasting is an essential activity for planning, strategy or any other means that needs to make future decisions 

(Makridakis, 2005). The scope of demand forecast is wide. Demand forecast is applicable in shipping, inventory management, reclamation, 
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distribution and others operations in an organization set up and it helps in supplier chain adoptions of companies or to the changeable 

market conditions if used effectively (Wacker & Lummus, 2002). Forecasting creates a basis for planning company processes as it enables 

managers to plan future needs and consequently make rational decisions. Forecasting is a continuous process that requires product 

managers to think about markets and understand those (Haines, 2008).  

Forecasting is of great importance in sales, financial, logistics and production. In production demand forecasting is usually the 

first step in planning its operation because, based on it, capacity, labor, inventory and production plans are developed (Tubino, 2000). 

Larger firms employ forecasting for different purposes and for different levels; in terms of time, product and market compared to smaller 

ones.  The whole functions of the enterprise that undergoes changes on its process uses demand forecast. Business plan is determined based 

on strategic changes, budget is determined based on business plan and finally functional targets and actions are determined based on the 

budget and the business plan (Makridakis, 2005).  

Both strategic and administrative plans and support process must be aware of demand forecast while generating their own plans 

and targets. Forecast methods are classified as objective or subjective, statistical or judicial, time series or regression or judicial procedure, 

qualitative time series or causal patterns and quantitative or qualitative. The forecasting methods are affected by the type of industry. More 

complex techniques are used by manufacturing firms more than service firms. Uncertainty and environmental turbulence are also issues to 

be considered, as there is a correlation between environmental turbulences and judgmental adjustments of quantitative forecasting 

techniques (Yin, 2003). 

The importance of demand forecasting manifests itself in the purchasing function and can strongly influence a company’s 

competitive advantage. Over purchasing not only negatively affects inventory and storage space, but also spending on unnecessary 

procurement activities. On the other hand, under-purchasing can cause a shortage in raw material, which could cause interruptions in the 

manufacturing process and lead to unfinished or delayed products (Nahmias, 2005). The researcher further posits that a company’s 

operations and production management’s main focus is to forecast product demand. Even though it is very likely that demand will be 

random in most circumstances, forecasting methods are still of value. Some portions of the demand process may be predictable while 

others are un predictable.  

Trends, cycles, and seasonal variation may be present” and will prove advantageous to making predictions of outcomes (Zotteri, 

2007). In order to purchase raw materials forecasting outcomes information is a prerequisite. As goods move from raw material processors 

through to manufacturers and further down the supply chain to the end customer, extensive coordination is required among ordering, 

demand forecasting and inventory decisions at every level (Lapide, 2007). There are two main approaches to demand forecasting: 

qualitative methods and quantitative methods. The qualitative approach is based on the opinions, judgments and past performance of 

experts (Slack et al., 2009). The quantitative approach takes historical data into account and performs a projection through some 

mathematical model (Kalekar, 2004).  

Quantitative methods are divided into causal methods and time-series methods (Slack et al., 2009). Causal methods predict 

demand based on a cause and effect relationship between variables. On the other hand, time-series methods use only historical demand data 

to predict the future, assuming that the demand trend in the past will remain unchanged (Davis et al., 2003). The most widely used time 

series methods in the literature are moving average and exponential smoothing. The main objective of the study was to find out the demand 

based forecasting methods employed at Kerio Valley development Authority. Section 2 covers review of past studies and define the main 

hypothesis. Section 3 covers materials and methods. Section 4 covers the results and discussion. Section 5 presents the conclusion and 

section 6 covers the recommendations. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1Demand Based Forecasting Methods Employed in Organizations  

2. 1.1 Qualitative demand based forecasting methods 

Qualitative methods are techniques based on subjective data (Tubino, 2000). 

 

2.1.1 Prediction market method 

Zipkin (2000) states that Prediction markets also known as predictive markets, information markets, decision markets, idea 

futures, event derivatives, or virtual markets are speculative markets created for the purpose of making predictions. The predictions of the 

probability of the event or the expected value of the parameter denote the current market prices. People who sell high or buy low are 

rewarded for improving the market prediction while those who buy high and sell low are punished for degrading the market prediction. 

Prediction markets are accurate as other institutions predicting the same events with similar participants. Many prediction markets are open 
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to the public. Other kinds of market suffers inaccuracies the same as prediction markets. Liquidity or other factors unintended to be 

measured are considered as risk factors by the market participants, distorting the market probabilities. Speculative bubbles have an effect 

on prediction markets.  

2.1.2 Delphi method 

This was originally developed as a systematic, structured communication technique, interactive forecasting method which relies 

on a panel of experts. In the standard version, the experts answer questionnaires in two or more rounds. A facilitator provides an 

anonymous summary of the experts’ forecasts after each round from the previous round as well as the reasons they provided for their 

judgments. Policy Delphi are other versions that have been designed for normative and explorative use, particularly in the area of social 

policy and public health. More recent web-based experiments have used the Delphi method in Europe as a communication technique for e-

democracy and interactive decision making (Tempelmeier, 2006). 

Delphi is based on decisions from a structured group of individuals are more accurate than those from unstructured groups. 

Delphi has certain advantages over another structured forecasting approach, prediction markets and it has been widely used for business 

forecasting. The Delphi method has also been used as a tool to implement multi-stakeholder approaches for participative policy-making in 

developing countries (Porteus & Evan, 2002). 

2.1.3 Game theory 
It is applied in evolutionary biology and ecology, engineering, political science, international relations, computer science, social 

psychology, philosophy and management as well as in economics. It captures mathematically the behavior in games or strategic situations 

in which an individual's success in making choices depends on the choices of others (Orme, 2005). Game theory has been expanded to treat 

a wide class of interactions, which are classified according to several criteria. Game theory is a unified field theory for the rational side of 

social science, where social refers to human as well as non-human players (Tubino, 2000). 

 

2.1.4 Conjoint analysis  

The statistical technique to determine how people value different features that make up an individual product or service in market 

research (Porteus, 2002). Its objective is to find out what combination of a limited number of attributes is most influential on respondent 

decision making. The respondents are shown potential products or services, analysis of how they make preferences between these products 

is done, determination of the implicit valuation of the individual elements making up the product or service can be undertaken. Market 

models that estimate revenue, market share and even profitability of new designs are created using implicit valuations.  

Green and Srinivasan (2000) postulates that respondents would be shown a set of products, pictures created from a combination of levels 

from all prototypes, mock-ups and asked to rank or rate or choose from the products shown. Each example is but dissimilar enough that 

respondents can clearly determine a preference or similar enough that consumers will see them as close substitutes and it is comprised of a 

unique combination of product features. Individual ratings, preferences among alternative combinations and rank orders are what the data 

comprises.  

2.2 Quantitative Demand Based Forecasting Methods 

2.2.1 Extrapolation 

The process of constructing new data points outside a discrete set of known data points is known as extrapolation. It resembles 

interpolation, which constructs new points between known points. The results of extrapolations are subject to greater uncertainty and often 

less meaningful. It refers also to the extension of similar methods which are applicable. Creating a tangent line at the end of the known data 

and extending it beyond as that limit is known as linear extrapolation. Linear extrapolation provides good results only when used to extend 

the graph not too far beyond the known data or to extend the graph of an approximately linear function. A polynomial curve can created 

through the entire known data or just near the end is known as polynomial extrapolation (Orme, 2005).  

 

The curve can be extended beyond the end of the known data. Polynomial extrapolation is done using Newton's method of finite 

differences to create a Newton series that fits the data or by means of Lagrange interpolation. Data may be extrapolated using the resulting 

polynomial. Due care must be used when dealing with high-order polynomial extrapolation. In regards to Conic extrapolation, Orme (2005) 

opines that conic section can be created using five points near the end of the known data. Ellipse or circle creates a conic section which will 

loop back and rejoin itself. A hyperbolic or parabolic curve will not rejoin itself, but may curve back relative to the X-axis. A conic 

sections template or with a computer can be used to carry out this type of extrapolation. The French curve extrapolation is a method 

suitable for any distribution that has a tendency to be exponential, but with decelerating or accelerating factors. Forecast projections have 

successfully been provided using this method.  
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2.2.2 Neural network 

According to Marder (2009), the term neural network was traditionally used to refer to a network or circuit of biological neurons. 

It refers to artificial neurons or nodes. Biological neural networks are made up of real biological neurons that are functionally related in the 

peripheral nervous system, that are connected or the central nervous system. They are often identified as groups of neurons in the field of 

neuroscience that perform a specific physiological function in laboratory analysis. Artificial neural networks may either be used for solving 

artificial intelligence problems without necessarily creating a model of a real biological system or to gain an understanding of biological 

neural networks. According to Marder (2009), a biological neural network is composed of a group or groups of chemically connected or 

functionally associated neurons.  

 

2.2.3 Data mining 

Nisbet (2006) posits that data mining, a branch of computer science, is the process of extracting patterns from large data sets by 

combining methods from statistics and artificial intelligence with database management. Data mining gives informational advantage as it is 

an important tool used by modern business to transform data into business intelligence. It is currently used in surveillance, fraud detection, 

marketing and scientific discovery. Terms related to data mining are data dredging, data snooping and data fishing. It refers to the use of 

data mining techniques to create new hypotheses to test against the larger data populations. A primary reason for using data mining is to 

assist in the analysis of collections of observation of behavior. Such data are vulnerable to colinearity because of unknown interrelations.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

2.2.4 Rule based forecasting  

Rule based forecasting is a type of expert system that addresses these issues by translating forecasting expertise into a set of rules. 

These rules use the characteristics of the data to produce a forecast from a combination of simple extrapolation methods the managers' 

domain knowledge. RBF are described in rule based forecasting as the use of judgment in time-series extrapolation. The results of RBF’s if 

promising although its evidence for RBF's accuracy as a forecasting method is limited. Rule based forecasting is based on the findings can 

be applied to existing extrapolation programs or deciding what methods to use for various types of data (Green, Kensten & Armstrong, 

2005). The researchers posit that Rule-based Forecasting (RBF) integrates statistics and domain knowledge to deliver more accurate 

forecasting techniques. Rule based forecasting uses features of time series to select and weight extrapolation techniques. The system 

consists of linear regression, random walk, Holt’s exponential smoothing, and Brown’s exponential smoothing. It is also known the 

knowledge based system that successfully combines domain knowledge with statistical techniques. 

 

2.2.5 Causal models 

They are based on theory and prior knowledge. Time-series regression and cross-sectional regression are commonly used for 

estimating model parameters or coefficients. These models allow one to examine the effects of marketing activity, such as a change in 

price, as well as key aspects of the market, thus providing information for contingency planning. One needs to select causal variables by 

using theory and prior knowledge in order to develop causal models. The most important aspect is to identify the direction of their effects, 

any constraints and the important variables. One should aim for a relatively simple model and use all available data to estimate it (Allen & 

Fildes, 2001). When strong causal relationships are expected and the direction of the relationship is known then causal models are useful to 

determine the causal relationships. 

 

2.2.6 Segmentation 

Segmentation is characterized with breaking a problem down into independent parts. Then using data for each part to make a 

forecast subsequently combining the parts. For example, a company could forecast sales of wool carpet separately for each climatic region, 

and then add the forecasts (Nisbet, 2006). One must first identify important causal variables that can be used to define the segments and 

their priorities in order to forecast using segmentation. Cut points of each variable are determined in that the stronger the relationship with 

dependent variable, the greater the non-linearity in the relationship, and the more data that are available the more cut-points should be used.  

Forecasts are made for the population of each segment and the behavior of the population within the segment using the best method or 

methods given the information available (Zipkin, 2000). Population and behavior forecasts are combined for each segment and the segment 

forecasts summed. Where there is interaction between variables, the effect of variables on demand are non-linear, and the effects of some 

variables can dominate others, segmentation has advantages over regression analysis. When there are benefits from compensating errors 

segmentation becomes more useful. 

 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The study employed a case study research design. The target population was 70 employees at Kerio Valley Development 

Authority. The target population was drawn from 12 human resource, 18 finance managers, 4 Factory Operations, 9 planning manager, 4 
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Auditing and 12 Sales and Marketing. The researcher used stratified random sampling where respondents were grouped according to their 

roles in the organization. These strata included the different departments. The researcher used purposive sampling to select the departments 

selected from the targeted population. Employees to participate in the research were selected using simple random sampling. The data 

collection instruments were questionnaires and interview schedules. The research used the expert opinion and piloting approach to assess 

the validity of the research instrument. Reliability of the research instrument was tested using the test-retest method. The data was analyzed 

using descriptive statistics. SPSS version 20.0 aided in Analysis. 

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

The researcher assessed the sex composition of the respondents and the results from the study indicated that the majority of the 

respondents were female 30 (51%) and male respondents were represented by 29 (49%). The age composition of respondents varied.  The 

majority (51%) of the respondents belonged to 31-40 years age class whereas 50years and above age class had the least (7%) percentage 

representation. The majority of the respondents were married (66%), thirty two percent were single whereas 2% were widows. The 

respondents who had attained diploma (61%) had the highest percentage whereas those with certificates had the least (19%) percentage 

representation. The results also revealed that 20% of the respondents had degrees as shown in Table 4.1: 

Table 4.1: Gender, Age, Marital Status and Educational Level Demographic Information 

  Frequency Percent 

 Gender Male  29 49 

  Female 30 51 

  Total 59 100 

Age 20-30 years 12 20 

 31-40 years 30 51 

 41-50 years 13 22 

 50 years and above 4 7 

 Total 59 100 

Marital Status Married 39 66 

 Single 19 32 

 Widowed 1 2 

 Total 59 100 

Educational Level Degree 12 20 

 Diploma 36 61 

 Certificate 11 19 

 Total 59 100 

Source: Survey data, 2018 

The working experience of the respondents varied (Figure 4.1). The results from the study indicated that 30% of the respondents 

worked for the organization between 0- 5 years whereas 14% worked for 5-10 years, 44% of the respondents worked for 15-20 years, and 

those who worked for above 20 years represented 12% of the population. The highest number of respondents had a good working 

experience in the organization as they have stayed and worked for the organization for about fifteen years which shows that they are well 

versed with the organization requirements 

 

Fig 4.1: Working experience of the respondents 
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In a bid to establish the respondents department, the distribution of the respondents in the departments varied (Figure 4.2). Thirty 

one percent of the respondents were from the finance department whereas 15% of the respondents were from the planning department.  The 

auditing and factory operations department had equal (7%) percentage representation.  The results also indicated that Human Resource and 

Sales and Marketing departments had equal (20%) percentage representation.    

 

 

Fig 4.2: Percentage representations of respondents in the different departments 

Source: Survey data, 2018 

 

4.1 Demand Based Forecasting Methods Employed in the Organization  
Six demand forecasting methods employed in the organization were identified and these included, prediction market method, 

Delphi Method, Game Theory, Conjoint Analysis, and Extrapolation Method. The opinion of the respondents towards the existence of the 

different demand based forecasting methods was recorded. 

 

4.1.1 Prediction market method  

Fifty six percent of the respondents agreed whereas 12% of the respondents strongly agreed with the opinion that prediction 

market demand method are of the demand based forecasting method being used in the organization.  However, the results also revealed that 

14% and 7% of the respondents disagreed and strongly disagreed respectively with the opinion, and the remaining 12% were not sure 

whether prediction market method was being used in the organization (Figure 4.3). 

  

 

Fig 4.3: Opinion of respondents towards prediction market method 
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The study agrees with Zipkin (2000) that prediction markets suffer from the same types of inaccuracy as other kinds of market, 

i.e. liquidity or other factors not intended to be measured are taken into account as risk factors by the market participants, distorting the 

market probabilities. Prediction markets may also be subject to speculative bubbles.  

4.2.2 Delphi method 

The majority of the respondents 50% were not sure whether a Delphi method was one of the demand forecasting methods used in 

the organization.  However, 24% of the respondents agreed, 22% disagreed and 3% strongly disagreed with the opinion that Delhi method 

was the Demand based forecasting method used in the organization (Figure 4.4). 

 

 

 

Fig 4.4: Opinion of respondents towards Delphi method 

The study agrees with Porteus and Evan (2002) that the Delphi method can be used as a tool to implement multi-stakeholder 

approaches for participative policy-making in developing countries.  
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4.2.3 Game theory  

For the case of “Game theory”, 52% of the respondents agreed, 14% disagreed and 7% strongly disagreed with the opinion that 

Game theory was the demand based forecasting method used in the organization.  

 

 
 

Fig 4.5: Opinion of respondents towards Game Theory 

 

The study agrees with Myerson (1991) that Game theory attempts to mathematically capture behavior in strategic situations, or 

games, in which an individual's success in making choices depends on the choices of others.  

 

4.2.4 Conjoint analysis  

Results from the study revealed that 46% of the respondents agreed and 5% strongly agreed that conjoint analysis was one of the 

demand forecasting methods used in the organization.  Nineteen percent and 5% of the respondents disagreed and strongly disagreed 

respectively with the opinion yet 25% were not sure whether conjoint analysis was one of the demand forecasting methods used in the 

organization or not as shown in Figure 4.6: 

 

 

Fig 4.6: Opinion of respondents towards Conjoint Analysis as one of the demand based forecasting methods in the organization 

The study agrees with Porteus (2002) that conjoint analysis should be used in market research to determine how people value 

different features that make up an individual product or service. 
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4.2.5 Extrapolation method  

The results from the study revealed that 19% of the respondents agreed, 27% disagreed and 20% strongly disagreed with the 

opinion that extrapolation was one of the demand based forecasting method used in the organization. 

 

 
 

Fig 4.7: Opinion of female and male respondents towards Extrapolation as a demand based forecasting method 

The study further agrees with Orma (2005) that extrapolation applies to human experience i.e. To a project, extend, or expand 

known experience into an area not known. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The study concluded that qualitative and quantitative methods are the two main approaches to demand forecasting. Qualitative 

approach is based on the opinions, judgments and past performance of experts while quantitative approach takes historical data into account 

and performs a projection through some mathematical model. The importance of demand forecasting manifests itself in the purchasing 

function and can strongly influence a company’s competitive advantage. The demand forecasting methods employed in the organization 

were prediction market method, Delphi Method, Game Theory, Conjoint Analysis and Extrapolation Method. 

6. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The study recommends that the Delphi method should be used as a tool to implement multi-stakeholder approaches for 

participative policy making in the organization. Conjoint Analysis should be used by business entities in market research to determine how 

people value different features that make up an individual product or service. It should also be used to determine what combination of a 

limited number of attributes is most influential on respondent choice or decision making. Extrapolation should be applied to human 

experience, a project, extend, or expand known experience into an area not known by organizations. Game theory should be used to capture 

behavior in strategic situations, or games, in which an individual's success in making choices depends on the choices of others. A further 

research should be conducted on the same research topic but with a larger sample. Furthermore it would be interesting to know whether the 

observed findings hold for other organizations. Major contextual and settings to be considered in future researches should incorporate 

prediction market method, Delphi Method, Game Theory, Conjoint Analysis and Extrapolation Method as prospective demand based 

forecasting methods. 
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